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WORKSHOP PRACTICE
&
The Art of Viola Making
This publication is aimed at the viola player who is curious to
gain a better insight into the making process involved in the
creation of their instrument.

In the following text I talk a little about my philosophy and approach to making violas, which I
have adopted into a general workshop practice in order that the very best acoustical and aesthetic
aspects may be sought. A solid workshop practice built around fundamental principle becomes
crucial in the making of a viola, which should in the final account be a capable working tool for
the player.
I have followed the progress during 2009 in the workshop of a commission for a 16 ¾ in., viola.
I hope these illustrations, although not inclusive, go some way to demonstrating my individual
workshop practice which forms the basis of my approach to making in general.
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To be involved in any artistic endeavour, there has to be a love
of the creative process itself. This has to be present from the
very outset of a project right through to its completion, this is
the natural desire of any true artisan who seeks to achieve a
high level of fulfilment in their work.
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The viola design is based on the development of a practical working workshop
pattern which aims to provide continuity of both acoustical and playing
characteristics across all sizes of viola offered.
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INTRODUCTION

To work with the viola in a contemporary setting a maker must have a general awareness of its history,
together with an appreciation of the development of the violin family group as a whole. In my opinion
the most important changes in instrument design over the period since the violins emergence in the mid
16th century were principally brought about by advances in string manufacture. The development of
strings from a plain, to twisted gut and catline strings, then later to metal wound strings, all heralded
significant leaps forward in string instrument capabilities.
Advances in string manufacture first gave the early violin group the facility of a fourth string. This was the
result of improved resonance qualities of the bass string. At first, the thick plain gut used for the bass string
required such a long length to resonate properly that this greater length limited the capabilities of the
thinner upper string, which could easily become overstretched. At first it was a twisted gut string which
gave a greater flexibility to the bass string, enabling a certain amount of reduction in its length without
loss of resonance. But it was the later introduction of metal wound strings, with an increased mass gained
from the winding, which further enabled this facility. This was, however, also to have a direct influence
on the fortunes of the short lived large tenor violas.
The relevance of this is that instruments of the violin family were constantly responding to these technical
advances in string manufacture, constantly balancing the dynamic elements of string length to body size.
Significantly for the viola, the later development of the small bass into the violoncello, as a direct
consequence of improved metal wound stings becoming available, was perhaps the principle cause leading
to the demise of the larger tenor violas. These new small basses, together with a newly acquired shifting
technique, enabled the tenor register to be better expressed on the violoncello. This, coupled with the
meteoric rise in popularity of the soprano instrument, led to the general neglect of the viola during the
ensuing centuries, until a new enthusiasm for the viola during the 20th century witnessed a late gain in
popularity
Today, both the modern violin and violoncello have an accepted fixed proportional relationship between
their neck and stop lengths, together making up the overall string length, and this is balanced to their body
sizes. However, because of the historic variation of string lengths this was not always the case, even the
position in which we now place the bridge has not always been the same, it was often placed much lower,
or do we now place the bridge in a higher position? These variations are directly related to the types of
strings available at any one particular time, resulting in an almost continual change in the relationship of
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string and body lengths in order to balance the dynamic forces present within the instrument. This concern
remains at the core of viola design today.
The string length, together with associated neck and stop proportions, of the rest of the violin group have
an accepted proportional criteria today, the viola at present does not and desperately needs to adopt a
similar regime. I do not adhere to the practice of extending the string length of small violas, and worse still
shortening those of the large instrument, both practices leading to a general upset of the core dynamics,
with the added disadvantage for the player of a loss of a positional register for the hand in fourth position.
There are different expectations for the modern instrument, and it is important for the maker to have a grasp
of these. As a single instrument the viola is now required to express fully the middle voice. The large tenor
violas are no longer used, so greater demands are placed on the smaller instrument, our 'contralto' viola,
but players still seek the violas tenor ancestral qualities in these instruments.
This is the challenge. However, I think that the greatest problem faced by aspiring luthiers today is that of
the craft itself; it is locked into a copyist culture with a consequential loss of originality. We all learn by a
process of assimilation, but to bring the craft forward we need to build on what we have inherited and
regain an enthusiasm for originality, together with an understanding that is firmly rooted in the inheritance
of the tradition of the violin form.

Returning to the bench. It is important to visualize the completed instrument from the outset, both visually
and tonally. Good workshop practice is working in full anticipation of the following processes. Building
a viola is a succession of interdependent stages, each requiring individual attention, but which can only be
completed with reference to the other contributing factors.
The manner in which I like to work has naturally suggested itself as being a sympathetic way of
approaching the fundamental mechanics, a considered build in which each process naturally flows into the
next. However, it is vital to always have a constant overview of the whole process to bring the build
harmonically together. Different elements should ultimately be balanced and tuned in unison, rather than
pre finished components simply being fitted together and expected to work. This is why I place great
importance in finally working the box from the outside after it has all been glued together. The later
insertion of the strengthening bead around the edge, the purfling, allows the final arching and thicknessing
of the top and bottom plates to be worked in one operation during which I am constantly testing the
response of the box as a whole.
When getting to grips with the core of the build, however, it is often difficult to separate individual
characteristics of the mechanism that makes up the viola box I find it convenient, albeit subjective, to have
as a general rule of thumb;
•Response; in general, the length of the string dictates how much force is exerted through the bridge
onto the body; the longer the string the more tension is required to bring it to tension. Different
tension strings are useful in fine tuning this relationship, but the main concern for a viola remains
this balance of string length to body size, and attention to this aspect gains the dynamic balance that
is crucial to the instruments response to the input from the player.
•Balance; the position of the bridge, governed by the placement of the f holes, and associated bass
bar, are the main elements that dictate the general mechanical balance of the top, the acoustical
centre. This ultimately gains the correct tonal balance across the strings.
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•Projection; perhaps the overall balance of the properties already discussed, it is particularly
important though to gauge the mechanical response of the instrument to favour sound projection.
ŸTimbre and tonal colour; perhaps the air volume of the body is significant here, but the mechanics
have to work in unison with this quality. The amount of wood released by the f holes plays a big
part here also, and of course to balance this by gauging how flexible to make the bass bar.

It is important to address one further aspect here. There is a general misunderstanding that surrounds the
viola; the often voiced myth that the viola is too small to express fully its intended register. It is a contralto
instrument, one that historically gains its unique voice by the merit of its very size. It is my philosophy to
embrace the variation of timbre offered by this aspect of such a unique instrument. The modern viola is
required to fully express the middle register, and players also expect a full variation in the size of
instruments available to them. It is here that there is an opportunity to bring the viola into a contemporary
setting, by fully embracing the traditional design and recognising the evolution of the viola within the
greater violin group.
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MAKING A 16 ¾ in., VIOLA

Good workshop practice is working in full anticipation of the
following stages in the build.

The following sequence of photos illustrate the procedure followed in making a typical viola
in my workshop. The viola featured is a 16 ¾ in., model made in 2009, but the making
process is the same for any size of viola.
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The build process starts by constructing a rib structure around a
hardwood pattern.
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First, the ribs are cut from selected timber, worked to the required thickness and bent to shape using a hot iron. This shape is
made to fit the curves of the pattern.

Once shaped the ribs are glued onto small pine blocks attached to the mould. The corners are formed, and with pine linings
fitted the final rib structure is complete.

Beginning the build; ribs, back & top.
The box is built around a hardwood mould, the dimensions of which have been previously drawn out.
Small pine blocks are fixed in position and cut to support the ribs. The resulting ‘rib structure’ forms
the outline of the box and is used to mark out the shape on the jointed timber that forms the back.
Later strips of pine called linings are glued to the inside the ribs to provide a wider gluing edge in
preparation for the back and front to be glued onto this rib structure.
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Timber for the back is selected and the two pieces are cut, joined and glued together. The result is a traditional two piece back
onto which the viola outline is drawn.

The back is cut out. Carving the outside arch begins, and is carefully worked.

The resulting shape is cut out and the back carved from the outside to form a subtle arch, the
mechanical properties of which are gauged to best suit the model.
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Care is taken to achieve a balanced arch. Once the carving is complete the solid back is placed onto the rib structure,

and located into place with small boxwood pins. Now the solid back is turned over and I begin to carve out. The back is worked
to thickness, slowly refining the feel of the piece.

It is important not to make the shape of the arch too acute, or to extend the arching curve too close to
the edge, both situations will inhibit the movement of the finished piece, a healthy amount of re-curve
needs to be anticipated here. Once the basic arch is carved the piece is held in place on the rib
structure using two small wooden pins. These pins are essential to hold the plates in position for later
working, their purpose is functional; their position relative to any geometrical elements of the design
coincidental.
Carving out from inside, with an increasing degree of accuracy, the back is worked towards a final
thickness, although final working is completed only once the box has been glued together.
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Tap tones are an useful guide to the correct working of the back. Once satisfied with the initial thicknessing the back is glued
into position on the rib structure and the final outline of the viola is cut.

The purfling channel is marked, and the corners cut out. This channel is made to take the purfling bead.

Once a basic working thickness has been established the back is glued onto the ribs. It is at this stage
that I find it most convenient to establish the outline, enabling the back to have the ‘purfling’ channel
cut in preparation for this strengthening bead to be inserted.
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The purfling is fitted into the prepared channel and carefully glued into place. The purfling may now be cut back, and the
arching curve blended into the edge.

The mould is removed and a gluing surface of the ribs formed by fitting pine linings. The blocks are cut back, the back and ribs
are complete and ready for the top.

Cutting back the purfling enables the form of the arching to be accurately blended into the edge,
although the final edge work is not finalised until the end of the build process.
The pattern may now be removed and a set of pine linings fitted to establish a good gluing edge in
preparation for the top to be set in place. The supporting corner, upper and lower block may now also
be trimmed to shape.
My working workshop practice differs from that of many current luthiers by the way in which I
approach what I regard as the final working of the box; final thicknessing, purfling, outline and edge
work etc., are processes which I feel are often completed far too early in the construction.
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The timber for the top is cut, jointed and worked in the same way as for the back. A wider grain is more sympathetic to the viola
timbre and a simple bench lamp enables a clear view of the arching.

The table is carved out to a nominal thickness, the f holes marked out. and cut.

The top is the acoustical centre.
All the elements of the top; arching, thicknessing, f-hole and bass bar, need to come together in
measured proportion to form an effectively balanced piece that will give the desired mechanical
response. This is where it’s at, this is the core of the acoustical construction.
Following a similar arching and thicknessing regime as the back, the roughly thicknessed top is
positioned onto the rib structure and the position of the f-holes determined, marked out and cut.
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The bass bar is fitted, and glued into position. It is then carefully cut down to a basic workable shape.

It is important that the bass bar has the correct resistance so that final tuning may be carried out. The secondary table
thicknessing is completed at the same time as shaping the bass bar. Tuning the bar along with the final table thickness
adjustment becomes essential for a good tonal response.

The top is a complex piece of work, the luthier has to be aware of several interactive elements; arching,
thicknessing, f-hole size, position and cut, and the bass bar. All these elements are inexorably linked,
and may only be balanced once all are in place.
Once the bass bar has been fitted and roughly cut down to shape, tuning may begin. Although the final
thicknessing towards the edges can only be completed once the whole box has been glued together, it
is important to balance the bass bar with the rest of the top at this stage, and to establish the secondary
thicknessing of the top relative to it.
This tuning is perhaps done as much by ‘touch’ as by tone.
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The purfling bead meets at the corners,
and finished with a simple mitre.
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The table may now be glued to the ribs. The edges are shaped and prepared ready for the insertion of the purfling bead. It may
then be cut back and the arching blended into the edge.

Final thicknessing and tonal adjustment of the table are carried out at this time also. The edges are carefully worked, and the
box is complete.

The next stage is to continue this tuning procedure with the top securely glued into place on the ribs.
First though, the outline and corners must be cut and the purfling inserted.
Cutting back the purfling and establishing the edge enables the final thicknessing of both the top and
the back. The luthier must constantly test the resistance at key places over the arching's to make sure
that it will ultimately work as a well balanced acoustical box. This stage is crucial and will determine
the final tonal outcome.
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A block of timber is prepared from which the scroll profile is cut out, carving begins.

Neck & Scroll
The scroll is cut from a matching piece of timber. It is cut out at first in profile and then worked to
establish this well known piece of ‘signature’ carving.
It is the pegbox which is the working part of the design, and this must be cut giving care and attention
to the placement and required clearances of the tuning pegs.
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The fingerboard is shaped from a solid ebony blank and glued in position onto the neck.

The fingerboard and neck are cut to a rough shape, then fitted into the body with a carefully cut mortise joint.

I like to cut the fingerboard from a solid piece of ebony, rather than using pre shaped fingerboard
blanks as I find that there is more work involved in reshaping these blanks than simply starting from
the block.
Once shaped, the ebony fingerboard is glued to the neck block, and a neck profile roughly formed.
The neck unit is fitted to the box by a straightforward mortise joint, taking into account not only
straightness of line, but also the final neck length and its angle of elevation to the body. These must
be reached with the utmost accuracy, as they are all relevant to the final string tensions.
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Once glued securely into place, the neck can be cut to shape,

and carefully finished.

The neck is shaped and all the curves blended to give the correct feel for the players hand. This is the
main point of contact that the player has with their instrument and it is important to get this right, I
will normally invest two or three days work into this final aspect of the build.
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The finished viola is hung in the sun to help the base preparations dry. A natural
finished is sought. Once the surface is prepared viola is ready to varnish.

A traditional blend of gums and resins are used to make the varnish.

Finishing Work
The viola is made, now the final finish my be considered. I use a gently antiqued finish as I am aiming
to produce an instrument that will blend in with older instruments and not stand out like a sore thumb.
This is important as the player often feels more at ease with an instrument that has been
sympathetically finished in this way.
My approach is that of a piece of art, a picture that will I hope inspire further creativity.
One overlooked aspect of an antiqued finish is that of ongoing maintenance. As these violas are used
professionally as working tools for the musician they inevitably will pick up odd marks and scratches
along the way, these may be blended into the general wear of the finish and add to the general patina.
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FITTING UP

The set up, which comprises of peg fitting, tailpiece, bridge and soundpost setting, is the process of getting
the strings onto the viola, and adjusted to realize the full tonal potential. It is also a procedure that has
some mystery associated with it, i.e., the dark art of soundpost adjustment, however, I hold the view that
setting up is really a straightforward mechanical fine tuning, literally, but one that requires a high level of
sensitivity. The luthier should consider;
Ÿ Playing sensitivity; height of the strings above the fingerboard, curve of the bridge which regulates
individual sting clearances.
Ÿ The sensitivity of the bridge; it is always helpful to the response of the instrument to have a little spring
in the bridge and this is an aspect of the bridge that can wear out, the bridge becomes ‘hard’. I
recommend that a viola being played professionally should have the bridge replaced about every two
years or so.
Ÿ Soundpost adjustment; which is really a measure as to the degree to which the system is ‘dampened’.
A post set close to the bridge makes the sound more ‘acute’, whilst moving it away will give a better
tonal balance and a more expressive timbre, subjective terms I know, but this is what I have in my head
when I am making these adjustments. In setting the position of the post we are looking for tonal
balance and projection.
Ÿ Wolf note; one of my favourites. This is where the played note hits the fundamental resonance of the
box; if the instrument does not have a wolf note, either to a greater or lesser degree, then I feel that the
box is just not working too well. Ideally the player should only be aware of a subtle increase in
resonance when playing at the fundamental. Practically, for the wolf note that needs to be tamed, an
increase in pressure onto the table is required, and a compromise between tonal response sought, no
amount of moving the soundpost around inside the instrument makes the slightest bit of difference.
This compromise may be gained in basically two ways; increasing the tension of the strings, or a longer,
i.e., tighter, soundpost, or a combination of both.
Setting up needs to be cleanly executed so that the final tonal adjustments are more straightforward to
achieve; trying to make subjective adjustments to a soundpost that does not fit properly, or a bridge that is
just too rigid are impossible tasks. In the end tonal adjustment is always a compromise, and given the
subtly of the task and my general rule of thumb is ‘try it and see’.
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Body size:
15 ¼ in.
15 ½ in.
15 ¾ in.
16 in.
16 ¼ in.
16 ½ in.
16 ¾ in.
17 in.
17 ¼ in.
17 ½ in.

String length:

[38.7cm]
[39.4cm]
[40.0cm]
[40.6cm]
[41.3cm]
[41.9cm]
[42.5cm]
[43.2cm]
[43.8cm]
[44.5cm]

34.8 cm
35.4 cm
35.9 cm
36.5 cm
37.0 cm
37.6 cm
38.1 cm
38.8 cm
39.3 cm
39.8 cm

This original design enables incremental viola sizes to maintain a careful
balance of string length to body size, resulting in good intonation and
promoting quality sound production.
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STRINGS

String manufacture has moved forward considerably from the days of plain, high twist and catline gut
strings. We are fortunate at this time that many strings, each with different characteristics, are currently
available. The flip side of this is that the player can spend so much energy, time and money over this
subject. So I feel that a little guidance would not go amiss.
Basically, strings are all about tension. Low tension, less downward force on the top, higher tension the
converse. A very useful analogy is that of a trampoline; an adult on a child’s trampoline will completely
overpower it, whilst a child on an adult sized trampoline will struggle to get it moving at all. String tension
is about gauging the correct amount of downward force on the mechanical system of the box to gain the
desired response, without either over loading, resulting in locking the instrument down, or being too light
that the instrument struggles to respond at all.
This aspect of string tension is also of critical importance when designing the viola to have a balanced
string length to body size. Very simply the longer the string length the greater the tension required to bring
the string up to pitch, this then translates as a greater downward force acting through the bridge.
Determining the correct string length becomes crucial to the function of the instrument; this is why the
practice of putting a shortened neck on larger violas in an attempt to ‘make them more playable’ is
misguided. With my own instruments this proportion has been arrived at by possibly the most rigorous
means; trial and error, over the many years of developing this model.
The variations of string tensions available allow a further fine tuning of this system to be accomplished.
Strings are usually available in different gauges, the rule of thumb here being the thicker the gauge the
higher the tension required to bring it up to pitch. But it is also important to realize that a change made to
the tension of one string in the system will also translate across the other strings as the balance of the whole
mechanical system will change, so although the same amount of tension is still required in each individual
string the way in which the viola responds to that force will be slightly different.
All violas will be different in the way in which they respond to stringing. For my own instruments I
recommend using a medium to low tension set up, avoid some of the currently available high tension
strings which are popular, these strings are far too high a tension, they are really designed for instruments
where a good response is more difficult to achieve.
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Gut or synthetic? Now I am getting more into the realm of personal preferences. My own choice would be
for a gut set up with a lower tension synthetic A, but my instruments are also being successfully played
with all synthetic set ups. All I would make a comment on is please do not overdo the tension. It is also
important to refer to the manufacturers specification regarding the sting length that is optimum for that
specific string, some string makers make different lengths for the different sized instruments.
On the facing page is a comparison diagram of the string lengths associated with the different body sizes
of viola that I offer.
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THE MILWARD VIOLA
An original design built in a traditional style.

The violas made in my workshop have been developed to meet the needs of today’s professional performer.
The concept is for a practical workshop pattern that may be developed across the full range of popular viola
sizes, providing continuity of both acoustic and playing characteristic, resulting in instruments that have a
balanced tonal style with good projection and desirable timbre.

15 ¼ in

15 ¾ in

16 ¼ in

16 ¾ in

17 ¼ in

Violas from 15 ¼ in., to 17 ¼ in., are offered, representing the Contralto form; the modern Viola.

Because this is my own design I am able to offer any size of viola requested. For purposes of illustration
the violas shown here have an incremental gap of ½ inch, most other popular sizes are however regularly
made, indeed any size is possible as I am able to develop the design into any desired proportion.
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The sequence of curves used here represent an application of a basic
geometric progression.

4
1
2

‘Ad triangulum’
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A viola is not a violin. There are different principals that should be considered when designing an
instrument that enhances the alto, rather than the soprano, register. However, the viola remains part of the
violin consort of instruments and should, in my opinion, conform to the general design concept of the
larger group. My own interpretation of this design involves the direct application of basic geometrical
principals, these being fundamental in maintaining a traditional form whilst developing a fully extended
scaled viola series.
It is the variation of size that is central to understanding the viola in a modern context. Sharing the same
tuning the viola was originally made in two basic forms, small and large, it was this difference in size that
gave a variation of tone and timbre that together could fully express the middle register. Current
expectation is for a single instrument to perform this function, and although the tenor register is now fully
encompassed by the upper positions of the violoncello, it remains these tenor timbres and characteristics
that are desirable in the modern viola.
The lack of a non standard size for the instrument is an enduring inheritance from earlier times, but it is
this same historical attribute which is given a very different interpretation today. Current requirements are
for the viola to be available in a wide range of sizes to provide for individual player needs and preferences,
rather than for tonal variation. Players seek an instrument that is best suited to their personal requirements,
one that is preferably of the correct dimension for their individual build. It is in response to this need that
I have orientated my work as a contemporary luthier.
To respond to this current requirement for a fully scaled set of viola sizes an understanding of basic
instrument design becomes essential. Both tonal and playing characteristics of a good working model have
to be maintained when developing either a smaller or larger size from an initial design. There have been
attempts in recent times to establish a standard size and timbre for the modern viola, but demand has
always been for variation. It is this more fluid approach to this aspect that makes working with the modern
viola so interesting.
From a practical workshop perspective, the current trend of copying older forms does not really cut it when
looking at the modern viola, good examples of early instruments are rare and those that are available to
study often suffer from successive changes to their string and neck lengths over the years. Perhaps more
significant though, the copying of older forms rarely stimulates originality, as often only the final outline
of an instrument is considered to the exclusion of the underlying constructional technique. Originality in
itself, however, must be founded on a thorough understanding of the concept of the design at hand, and
this may only be obtained by the day to day problem solving that faces the luthier working, as we are, with
an adaptive form. We no longer enjoy the benefits of a working knowledge that has been passed down
from master to apprentice in the tradition of a well practised craft.
Although as luthiers we all necessarily start our careers by assimilating previous work, it is my strongly
held belief that a capable luthier should be able to sit at the bench, and with reference only to basic
geometrical principals, strike out a traditional instrument pattern within the given parameters of body and
string length. This should involve no more than a basic set of instruments; a compass and straight edge
are all that are really required, together with a thorough understanding and capable application of basic
drawing skills. This approach to modern viola design is of utmost importance if scaled viola sizes are to
preserve tonal identity and playing characteristics. Good design should always be driven by practical
purpose.
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Once an instrument is made, its purpose is, in my
opinion, that of a working tool for the musician;
the creative element passes from the artisan in
wood to the skilled performer in music.
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DAVID MILWARD On graduating from the
Welsh School of Musical Instrument making in
1986 I worked for many years as a musical
instrument restorer, a time in which I was
fortunate to have the opportunity to work with
many fine instruments of the violin family.
An early interest with the viola soon developed,
which combined with a natural curiosity
regarding geometry and its application in art
and design, I soon realized that the viola
presented an unique opportunity for the
modern maker.
Working exclusively with the viola form over many years I have developed my own
original geometrical pattern for this exciting instrument. This personal pattern
enables me to offer a broad, and fully inclusive, range of viola sizes. My time is
now fully committed to producing violas developed on this personal workshop model.

www.milwardviolas.co.uk
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